
Sister Susan Terry was on night duty when the phone
rang at one am. Her colleague answered it and said, ‘It’s
Matron to speak to you.’ The call was to ask if Susan

would like to go to Vietnam as a ward sister with the surgical
team that was to be sent by the Royal Melbourne Hospital.
The Australian Surgical Team was being sent to Long Xuyen
in southern Vietnam as a result of the Australian government’s
response to Columbo Plan aid to South Vietnam.

Australia’s involvement 1964
In 1964 the U. S. President Lyndon B. Johnson expressed

a desire to have as many countries represented in South
Vietnam as possible. This was to convince his critics that the
conflict in Vietnam was not just a US war. Other nations
including  South Korea, Philippines,Thailand and New Zealand
who sent special teams to Vietnam even before combat troops
arrived in the country. Among the teams were those sent by
one of America’s staunchest SEATO allies—Australia. Even
before President Johnson’s ‘more flags’ program began,Australia
was providing military assistance to South Vietnam. Under
the Columbo Plan, the Republic of Vietnam had been receiving
civilian aid from Australia since 1954. In 1962, a thirty-man
group of Australian  jungle warfare specialists were sent as
advisers to the northern provinces of South Vietnam.

These advisors were followed in July 1964 by a small aviation
detachment of fixed wing Caribou aircraft. At about the time

that the Caribou crews arrived, a twelve-man engineer civic
action team came to South Vietnam to assist in rural devel-
opment projects.Then in October 1964, the first of the Australian
surgical teams arrived in Vietnam. There were other teams
prompted by President L.B. Johnson’s call. ‘Free World Teams’
including one team each from Italy, Korea, Japan and New
Zealand.Two Filipinos and four medical units from the United
States were operating at the same time as the Australian team
at Long Xuyen. Medical teams later came from the United
Kingdom, Switzerland, Spain, and Iran.A German hospital ship,
the Helgoland, was moored on the Saigon River.

The special contingent of Australian Surgical Teams, con-
sisting of both men and women, operated in Vietnam for periods
of three, six or twelve months at a time, depending on the
position held, however some voluntarily stayed longer. The
surgical team usually consisted of one physician, one registrar,
one anaesthetist, three nursing sisters, one radiographer and
an administrator. Doctors and nurses helped the Vietnamese
people with a myriad of problems, from treating gun-shot
wounds to repairing deformed cleft pallets of children, and
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and M/Sergeant Ray Bowes US Army (retired)

Sister  Susan Terry graduated Melbourne School of Nursing 1962
served Long Xuyen October 1964 to October 1965. Picture from “House
of Love” used with permission

10, 20 and 50 Xu and 1 Dong, PR1-4 1963 Central Committee of the
National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam. Printed in China
for use in territories under the control of the NLF. Never issued but
many were captured during  joint US/S. Vietnamese operations into
Cambodia. Few survive in uncirculated condition except PR2





Off Duty?
While at the Kim Thinh Hotel and later at the White House,

the Australian anaesthetists were the ones who organised
the small bar at their quarters. Dr Jim Villiers who did two
tours, one at Long Xuyen and another at Bien Hoa, was the first
to order in drinks and while memories fade, another, Dr Bernie
Dunn remembers that Martell Brandy was $4.50 a bottle and
beer, ten cents a can. Supplies might have been cheap, but
bottles were difficult to come by as they could not be flown in
as cargo and so had to become hand luggage. The team’s own
bar was run on an honour system with a black board, which
Bernie remembers was a nightmare when following up the
monthly accounts. After six weeks of the hotel Kim Thinh,
the team moved to new quarters that became known as the
“White House.” Originally a dingy, brown disused building,
it received fly screens, air-conditioning in the bedrooms and
fans in the communal areas as well as a coat of white paint.
The house had its own garden and the team were happily
installed in their new quarters on November 22 1964. The
house gave some privacy to the members and allowed rest and
relaxation, in addition to providing the opportunity for the
Australians to return some of the hospitality that they had
received when they arrived. The report of the first team’s tour
of duty, records that the Australian Ambassador and his wife,
other embassy officials, visiting medical personnel and Mr
Dunlop (Weary Dunlop of Burma Railway fame in WWII) all
paid visits to the house.

Club and Bar accounting
There were the two clubs at Long Xuyen, the US Military

Advisory Group’s club known as “the Long Xuyen Country
Club” (so named because the Viet Cong also reportedly took
R & R in the area) with its “Peaceful River Bar” and the more
exclusive and smaller “Australian Surgical Team” Club that
was conducted at the ‘White House.’ Of all the numismatic and
exonumia items of the Vietnam War, few would be rarer than
the 5, 10 and 20 cent chits issued by the Australian Surgical
Team at Long Xuyen. During early Australian involvement,
they were issued in lemon, rose and green colours respectively.
Sixty-five millimetres long, they vary in width from 30 to almost
40millimetres. The uniface chits are marked with a serial
number and the words “Not good if detached”. Sold in booklets,
probably in $1 and $2 denominations, only a very few portions
of such chit booklets have survived and none of the handful of
pieces known, are in perfect condition. All were printed locally
in South Vietnam and currently none of these paper items are
known with higher serial numbers than 000098. These chits
appear to have been used at the MACV bar.An Australian doctor
remembers taking his colleague, who was replacing him, to
the MACV to cash in his remaining chits. However a refund

was refused, so in the best tradition they drank out the value
of the remaining chits in the booklet!

The whole matter of chits and accounting was complicated
by the  determination of the US to keep US currency out of
the hands of the Vietnamese to prevent profiteering on the
black market. The Australian team were paid in US currency,
although they only received pocket money in cash.This appears
to have been the reason for the introduction of the Australian
Surgical Team chits. Prior to the introduction of Military
Payment Certificates in 1965, the team needed to have a system
of payment for purchasing drinks at the MACV bar that would
not require the use of US dollars. The chits were the answer.
Memories were jogged when the chits were recently discovered
and scans of them shown to the nurses who had been on
the team, and they remembered using them in the bar at
the MACV.

Military Payment Certificates Arrive                                     
In the words of “the American Mayor of Saigon”, US Navy

Captain Archie Kuntze, commander of all United States
support facilities in the greater Saigon area, “All the Free
World Forces and third country nationals created bottlenecks
and privilege problems,” and it was Kuntze’s burdensome and
difficult task to say ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to the thousand of civilians who
applied for US Post Exchange and Commissary privileges.
Naturally the Australian Surgical Teams were granted priv-
ileges, but with such privileges came the responsibility of being
granted access to United States Military Payment Certificates
(MPC) which created some unique problems of their own.
MPC could not be held, used or even handled by those not
authorized for such use. Issued in lieu of US greenback dollars,
MPC was never supposed to fall into the hands of the South

“The White House at Long Xuyen” quarters for the Australian
Surgical Team after 6 weeks of being there. Picture from “House of
Love” used with permission

Australian Surgical Team
Bar chits in 5,10 and 20 cent denominations circa 1964-65






